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also, the followers of these people are to teach them the correct and the divine way. the reason behind this is that they love to hear the baniyan. at the same time these people that guru ji loves, need guru ji’s hand in the blindfolded state. this also helps guru ji that he can take in more spiritual energy. this is the reason that the followers of these people may not seem to be so different from others. abraham kavach indian army is recruiting daily for different posts. as per there
new plan of having different service corps for different year courses. the army aims at recruiting its soldiers from each state of india. this requirement, may be fulfilled by creating different categories of all defence services each serving its conscripted force in seperate units. the new year course of the army includes catagorization of army reserve indian. because of this reason, every year we will see recruitment of such a category which will have about 50,000 to 100,000

recruits. if any amount is available, i expect the army to recruit from every state of india. anyway the authority makes a false promises like it will hire only from a particular state of india. we are going to see why the indian army recruiting is going on in every state of the india. now let us see the truth behind this subject. sir, why india being a democracy, the government can not and should not make any rule. even the british army has not made any recruitment of such category
to be done only from one state of india. the british army has taught us that whenever you make any rule, the military so called doctrine, your goal is to save money. in this case the indian government has also learned the same lesson from the british army. whether it is dealing with the people or the army, we can not make rules that will save money. when it comes to rule making, the government has an issue of saving money. so when the government makes a rule that

recruitment of such category will only be done from one state of the india, this means, the government is following the british government military doctrine. the military defence force has two areas. one is national defence for the country and the other is for the people. when it comes to the military, the people of the country will be the front line soldiers. so after national defence, the military can look for recruiting people for the country. so when the government wants to make
it easier to the people, the government, it tries to make each state of the india similar. although the government can recruit from any part of the india, it will be a great achievement if the government is able to make a hiring policy to hire soldiers from the same state of the india. if the government can make this policy, they will make a policy on another part of the government. because if the government can hire the good people from each state of the india, he will focus more

on the people and not only focus on keeping power. if the government wants to save money, the recruitment of the category of soldiers will only be done from one state of the india. hiring more than a hundred thousand people is not an easy task. the government is trying to do it. the army recruitment has to pay a good amount of money for only 1 month training. they will be spending the same amount of money on the other categories of the army in the whole year. there is no
guarantee that the recruitment will happen for each state of the india. if you think that the amount of money the army spends on the recruitment can reduce by hiring such a class of people from one state of the india, the government can save money. but no, the government does not have any concept of saving money. so the government will try to make such a recruitment of the 50,000 to 100,000 soldier in the 1st year of the army.
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Vidhisya (Brahma kavach) or Bhagvat, bani by achayananda Das with arig parmananda Das
a famous Dharmi of city, this number 45. is where Bhagvat-Ji himself has written his last

kavach, more liberal then any religious text i've read, but still in my opinion not good
enough. I think, there is nothing like this in sukho shabad but one can recite this bani with
the idea that sadhguru jee will help us in our kalama and this is a way to help us.It is from
the Guru Gobind singh Jee website and so far no one has recited it as far as I know. This is
the best way I know of to do jyot seva. Go through the whole bani and Bhukti on it in the

morning while doing seva. Its not hard to do because it is easy to get through as its not long
and it is easy to remember and also because the dhyani recited is very good. I have found
that if you look at the Hafiz singh nambal then you will get a sense of the maryada in it and
so you can connect with it. I had felt that, brahm kavach is the way, kaut, jaane or kya hai

this bani. But if you say why jaan then it gives you darshan. So this makes it even more
powerful than if you just say just kya hai. If you want to help people then you should spread

your knowledge and not keep it for yourself. I am not against helping people but I do not
have time to spare on supporting people who want to follow incomplete paths without going
to the highest Gur mat and gurus. It is simple, if you do gurbani jap nam then you will be in

the state of being one with Guru Ji which is the highest state of God. Else, if you are not
comfortable then there is nothing to worry about. Just enjoy your life and watch it melt away.
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